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Franschhoek, from club members Heidi & 
Larry Amskold’s trip to the region in 2014 
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Ripe and assertive; dare we call it sassy and grassy? The 
Helderberg 2014 Sauvignon Blanc has all the forward 
personality we’ve come to expect from this grape, but this one 
differs somewhat from the “grapefruit/cut herbs” profile of  
many a New Zealand bottling, bringing a touch of  green apple 
and quince character on the nose, and a driving mid-palate 
loaded with acidity and an elusive, almost-there effervescence. 
Just to be sure it worked both ways, we had to drink a bottle all 
by itself  as well as with food ;) …and are pleased to report that 
it satisfied on all counts. Drink now, alongside roasted beet 
salad with maple drizzle and herbed sour cream. 

One of  the really enjoyable qualities of  South Africa’s best 
wines is their melding of  Old World earthiness with New 
World ripeness and big texture (more on that dichotomy on the 
back!); and the Helderberg 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon 
makes a great test case. Rich, chewy fruit, but still bright at the 
same time; try imagining dates if  they were berries…? We had 
just started dissecting the earthy notes (tar, resinous herbs, day-
after-campfire-wool-shirt) when we went back for more, only to 
find the bottle was already empty! Drink now, come back 
for more; we had caribou and polenta with plenty of  black 
pepper, and it worked quite nicely.

The first thought I had when drinking in 
this wine was, “this is so pretty!” Not the 
typical response to a full-bodied red, 
perhaps, but fitting. The oak here is so  
phenomenally integrated, I almost 
hesitate to mention it all; it’s more of  a 
underlying bass note behind the main 
melody of  cured tobacco, deeply plummy 
notes, roasted peppers, and a creamy 
texture, with sweet-little-nothing whispers 
of  cedar and nuttiness weaving themselves 
through the whole affair. I see no reason 
to wait, but I’m also curious where it will 
go; Drink now-2023?
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Okay. Just go ahead and take everything said about that 
Cabernet above, and crank that dial up to eleven! Because 
this wine is what South Africa is ALL ABOUT: luscious 
texture and full-flavored fruit perfectly set in a terroir-laden 
matrix. The 2013 Chamonix Rouge, from the 
Franschhoek Wine District, shows the healthy acidity that 
comes with many wines from that relatively cool-climate, 
high-altitude area, and though it is lovely now, may age 
quite beautifully; the longer we kept it in the glass (hard as 
that was), the more it kept evolving and growing, ultimately 
coalescing in wonderful smoke, fruit, and background 
character of  fynbos (kind of  like a South African analogue 
to the Rhone’s garrigue, of  which more on back!) Drink 
now-2020, with Memphis-style baby back ribs.
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	 After a long time coming - and many requests 
from club members - we are elated to bring to you 
another South Africa wine club, the first in several 
years. Why the long wait? Certainly logistics is a big 
factor; a great many South African wines are not 
exported at all, and the bulk of  those that are brought 
to the U.S. are fairly large-scale supermarket brands.  
	 After many attempts, we have finally secured these 
wines, from the Stellenbosch and Franschhoek regions 
(Frawn-SHOOK…or so we think), and boy oh boy are 
we glad to be back! These are wines perfect for the 
patio and the outdoor cooking of  summer, wines 
meant to be poured and shared over a platter of  grilled 
meats and a lot of  laughter. 

THIS JUST IN
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What do you call a winemaking region that is not in Europe, yet has been going strong for 350+ years, and includes 
French Huguenot winemakers among its heritage? If  you don’t know the answer, you’re not alone. Having an unbroken 
history of  winemaking since 1659, much longer then clearly New World regions like California or Australia, South Africa 
falls somewhere in the middle of  the frequent “New-World-versus-Old-World” debate in more ways than one. Your 
‘typical’ Old World (read: European) wine is earthy, low-ish in alcohol, and restrained in its oak use, while the standard 
Clif  Notes version of  New World styles (everything but Europe) manifests as quite the opposite: high-alcohol, huge fruit 
flavors, and slammed with oak. Of  course, there are plenty of  Oregon Pinots that show very little oak and have way less 
alcohol than many a southern French red…but that’s a discussion for another day, we’re talking South Africa! The warm 
climate and full sunny days mean plenty of  ripe flavors and fairly elevated alcohol levels by all means; but at the same time 
their wines consistently display a deep, almost-pungent quality somewhere just this side of  tar…intriguingly daring as a 
supporting character, but nagging and off-putting for many if  it takes center stage.  
	 Where does this strongly earthy note come from? The consensus is not yet in, but our feeling for it leads to towards a 
convergence of  factors: minimal intervention winemaking and native yeast, which often leads to a wider complexity of  
flavors than using commercial standardized yeast packets; a culture of  winemaking that has absorbed the best lessons of  
the French, in that picking and harvest decisions are often made with flavor and acidity levels in mind more so than mere 
sugar levels; and a final overlay of  the effects of  the local terroir. 
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FANTASTIC FYNBOS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM
No, it’s not a magical creature from Harry Potter! Actually, the 
term fynbos describes a rather magical vegetation type, the 
community of  drought-tolerant, tough-leaved evergreen plants 
peculiar to the Western Cape of  South Africa. While this type 
of  landscape has similarities with the chaparral of  Northern 
California, the garrigue of  southern France, and other 
Mediterranean shrub communities, it is quite distinct in the 
botanical world; current estimates suggest 6,000 of  the 9,000 
species that make up the fynbos grow nowhere else in the world, 
equaling the species richness and diversity of  tropical rainforest. 

It's not just beautiful (though come on, check out those 
crazy cool plants! It looks like Provence if  it hired Dr. Seuss to 
give it a makeover), it also has many strongly-scented plants. Is 
this the source of  some of  those distinctive notes often found in 
South African wines? 

OLD WORLD, NEW WORLD, & IN BETWEEN

It’s not that far-fetched to imagine it as the source. Many 
aromatic plants are, after all, aromatic precisely because of  their 
high concentration of  esters, oils, and other volatile compounds 
that they release to the surrounding air…and from there, to the 
adjacent vineyards and ripening grape clusters. Imagine 
rosemary, camphor, sage, tea tree, lavender, and a wide array of  
strongly musky flowers all growing together; that’s a lot going on 
there. Now substitute those well-known plants with different 
species, but similar aromatic compounds, and that is at least a 
start to understanding the smells of  the fynbos landscape. Again, 
this link between the fynbos and the unique aromatics of  South 
Africa’s wines is speculative on our part. At the very least, now 
you  have something to ponder while you sip a glass or two! 
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